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My Big Rescue Book 2004-05-28

a big board book for children aged 3 and up a great collection of fire engines police cars ambulances lifeboats and many more simple
questions encourage children to study the pictures huge fold out center spread

My Big Book of Rescue Heroes 2002-07-01

presents labeled photographs of rescue vehicles including fire trucks police coast guard and other emergency vehicles and various types of
rescue workers each page features a quesion about the illustrations

3 in 1: My Big Truck, Train, Rescue 2005-09-17

teaches small children the names of different trucks and trains and explores the world of emergency and rescue

My Big Truck Book 2005

from the big chair join in this off the wall reflection of a rather unconventional life and its author s adventures of many descriptions at
times hilarious as in the chapters working in a restaurant and dating not like it used to be but also introspective only the good die young
this book provides a unique literary experience

Rocking in My Big Chair 2011-08

i began writing these stories of events in my life thirty years ago i discovered then that i was able to remember vividly the first years
of life as a child and all the adventures throughout my childhood i was amazed recalling my reactions to feelings and emotions were so
clear somehow i knew that sharing all these crazy stories that i loved was my gift to you i found the man living inside my soul when i
began to write

It Was a Beautiful October Day 2021-05-12

as a professional animal psychic amelia kinkade helps clients locate lost pets diagnose baffling behavior and further explore the indelible
bond that exists between people and their animal companions but her real mission is to show that with the proper dedication training and
understanding everyone can do what she does here she explains the subtle cues that form the foundation of animal communication offering
guided exercises to help readers explore these cues for themselves with gentle encouragement she shows how to look for signals typically
drowned out in the noise and chaos of modern life whether these communications take the form of clairaudience or clairvoyance filled with
amazing stories the language of miracles inspires readers to sit down with the animals in their lives and explore the unspoken world
between them



The Language of Miracles 2010-10-06

killing intent filled the sky and the stars began to spin killing intent filled the air dragons snakes and landings the people in the area
were filled with killing intent and the heavens were overturned in the four directions of the universe smoke and dust began to rise the
people of the world appeared one after another within the seemingly powerful imperial court a hundred sons of bitches were fighting to
ascend to the throne and the world was in turmoil the fallen prince hong yu who had obtained a martial talisman by chance rose to
prominence at the end of the day he continued to push himself forward reaching the ninth heaven just for the sake of proving himself to be
the primordial god emperor ps baby who likes this book can add penguin group 596284486

Ancient Divine Emperor 2020-05-27

nicole kennedy grew up without ever knowing her father her mother on the other hand made her feel like she was not loved at six nicole was
told by her mother that she was raped thus her conception despite this shocking revelation she still had the urge to look for the one man
that had been missing in her life nicole would have to endure physical emotional and verbal abuse that went on for several years even into
adulthood amid the trials and tribulations nicole mustered the courage to move on with faith follow nicoles journey to find her father in
this inspiring story of how one woman refused to be broken

Refused to Be Broken 2011-04-20

the new york times bestselling on dublin street series whisks readers away to scotland for romance passion and drama now three favorite
novellas from the series are presented in one fabulous bundle castle hill braden carmichael never imagined he d fall as hard and as fast as
he did for jocelyn butler and now that he has her he s never letting go but when things start to move faster than joss anticipated she
finds herself panicking and risking their hard earned happily ever after until fountain bridge adam sutherland spent too much time denying
his feelings for ellie carmichael just because she was his best friend braden s little sister only now that he s decided to make ellie his
she s going to let him know just how close he came to losing her one king s way as soon as rain alexander walked into craig lanaghan s life
he realized their explosive chemistry could mean more than just passion but as things heat up between them her past could force her to make
a heartbreaking choice between their love and her family praise for the new york times bestselling on dublin street series really sexy usa
today an unforgettable love story rt book reviews smart and sexy young writes stories that stay with you long after you flip that last page
under the covers

Samantha Young E-Bundle 2016-10-18

from the new york times bestselling author of on dublin street and down london road comes a new novella about finding love in familiar
places ellie has been in love with adam sutherland for as long as she can remember what started as a childhood crush on her older brother s
best friend soon bloomed into full blown infatuation unfortunately it also meant full blown heartache as adam refused to fall for braden s
little sister but it took a crisis to make adam realize he s wasted too much time denying his feelings for her unwilling to waste a second
more he decided to make ellie his no matter the consequences now happily settled with the woman he s pined after for years he s about to
find out what their ten year courtship was like for her through the journals she kept during their ups and many downs and though adam may
have ellie now he has no idea how close he came to losing her includes a preview of down london road



Until Fountain Bridge 2013-06-18

a standalone story she s living next door to a superstar and doesn t even know it enemies to lovers tale with an earth shaking twist when
his mega famous boy band anydaynow breaks up international pop star rj contreras strikes out on his own but when his solo career flops rj
retreats to a no frills apartment where he can hide out from the world and lick his festering wounds but when the girl next door starts
slipping good neighbor contracts under his door and complaining about his behavior through strategically placed post it notes rj snaps out
of his self absorbed melancholy to wage war nothing short of an act of nature could repair the relationship between these two strong willed
enemies but guess what fate has in store

Ripple Effect 2022-06-25

madison becca porsche alexa vanessa chloe the it girls they re rich fabulous and dangerously underestimated it girl porsche rothschild
mission pose as hollywood big shot jeremy reins s girlfriend and find out who s making threats against the movie star being beautiful and
rich simply wasn t enough i needed to get a life then the gotham roses asked little old me to join their high society crime fighting team
but i m so not sure about this first assignment baby sitting jeremy reins and his crazy entourage in l a he s been getting death threats
but is this pretty boy actor making up the stalker to get more attention i thought so until the first bullet whizzed by me at least my bff
marlena is here we ll ferret out the truth then it s back to important business like picking out my oscar dress

Lethally Blonde 2005-11-01

moe has secretly set up a double date for her b f f sayumi who has developed feelings for kazama another firefighter of course with kyosuke
along as cover unbeknownst to him moe gets to enjoy the couple like mood herself too but when kyosuke attempts to clarify his feelings for
her what will it mean for their potential relationship plus how will he react when moe ends up on a shopping date with firefighter prince
himeno

My Boyfriend in Orange, Volume 7 2019-07-23

mobsters raise the stakes in this action packed new story from usa today bestselling author megan matthews sometimes being the identical
twin to a notorious hacker is the pits especially when it gets me kidnapped the bad guys don t know they have the wrong brother and i can t
let them discover the truth before my big rescue i ll be pissed if a case of mistaken identity gets me killed it s a waiting game until a
fiery stunning woman shares my cage imogen didn t ask to play this dangerous game but now she only has me to save her the spark in her eyes
gives me a million silent promises and i can t let a bullet snuff out our future it s time to stop waiting and become the rescuer together
we must navigate our way to safety and return to pelican bay if we want to live this romantic suspense novel will take you on a whirlwind
adventure as two characters fall in love and find their beginning in pelican bay

Joint Business 2023-02-21

whether used for thematic story times program and curriculum planning readers advisory or collection development this updated edition of
the well known companion makes finding the right picture books for your library a breeze generations of savvy librarians and educators have



relied on this detailed subject guide to children s picture books for all aspects of children s services and this new edition does not
disappoint covering more than 18 000 books published through 2017 it empowers users to identify current and classic titles on topics
ranging from apples to zebras organized simply with a subject guide that categorizes subjects by theme and topic and subject headings
arranged alphabetically this reference applies more than 1 200 intuitive as opposed to formal catalog subject terms to children s picture
books making it both a comprehensive and user friendly resource that is accessible to parents and teachers as well as librarians it can be
used to identify titles to fill in gaps in library collections to find books on particular topics for young readers to help teachers locate
titles to support lessons or to design thematic programs and story times title and illustrator indexes in addition to a bibliographic guide
arranged alphabetically by author name further extend access to titles

A to Zoo 2018-06-21

when the us navy send their elite they send the seals when the seals send their elite they send seal team six seal team six is a
clandestine unit tasked with counterterrorism hostage rescue and counterinsurgency until recently its existence was a closely guarded
secret then st6 took down osama bin laden and the operatives within it were thrust into the global spotlight in this internationally
bestselling chronicle former st6 shooter howard wasdin takes readers deep inside the world of navy seals and special forces snipers from
the inside track on the operation that killed the world s most wanted man to his own experience of the gruelling st6 selection processes to
his terrifying ordeal at the black hawk down battle in somalia wasdin s book is one of the most explosive military memoirs in years

Seal Team Six 2011-06-23

don t hava intro

Prequel of Lonely Heart in Turmoil 2020-09-30

when the navy sends their elite they send the seals when the seals send their elite they send seal team six a secret unit made up of the
finest soldiers in the country if not the world this is the dramatic tale of how howard wasdin overcame a tough childhood to live his dream
and enter the exciting and dangerous world of navy seals and special forces snipers his training began with his selection for basic
underwater demolition seal bud s the toughest and longest military training in the world after graduating wasdin saw combat in operation
desert storm as a member of seal team two but he was driven to be the best of the best he wanted to join the legendary seal team six and at
long last he reached his goal and became one of the best snipers on the planet soon he was fighting for his life in africa hunting the
somalian warlord aidid but the mission fell apart when his small band of soldiers found themselves cut off from help and desperately trying
to rescue downed comrades during a routine mission the battle of mogadishu as it become known left 18 american soldiers dead and 73 wounded
this is howard wasdin s story of overcoming numerous obstacles to become an elite american warrior

I Am a SEAL Team Six Warrior 2012-04-24

rediscover the beginnings of a legend critically acclaimed european artist ergÜn gÜndÜz rejoins legendary writer christopher priest for an
expanded reimagining of forrest j ackerman s classic origin story in vampirella year one collecting all six issues of the original series
with framing sequences set in the present day illustrated by giovanni timpano the story explores the exotic world of drakulon the pressures



that caused vampirella to leave and her first days on earth beginning with the day of the apollo moon landing in 1969 lost alone unable to
speak or read our language vampirella makes her first friends pantha pendragon and runs afoul of new enemies in this multifaceted period
piece that revisits the turbulent world of the original 1970s warren stories

The MAC Flyer 1978

behind my badge is a spellbinding story of courage commitment and unwavering faith captain mike rossman takes us behind the scenes of the
city of miami fire department over a period of 30 years of service as his hard won promotions take him from rookie to battalion captain he
tells us what it s really like to be a firefighter or paramedic on a rescue crew from learning how to lay a hose or hook a ladder to
departmental policies like skipping whether he and his men are responding to a multi alarm fire rushing to a riot scene saving the life of
a cardiac arrest patient delivering a child or treating a horse they have to count first on each other captain rossman s stories are honest
compassionate often inspirational and interlaved with the wry humor born of facing danger on a daily basis

Vampirella: Year One 2024-06-05

original compulsive uplifting this is another triumph for balen alex o connell the times children s book of the week balen s best book yet
ambitious funny spirited moving heartfelt and bold all at once she s a force to be reckoned with ross montgomery from the author of october
october winner of the yoto carnegie medal 2022 comes a life affirming story about blended families and learning to find room in your heart
for new life and new love tom is still quiet and timid even though his dad has been gone for nearly two years now zofia is the opposite
inside her there s a raging storm that makes her want to fight the whole world until she gets what she wants and what she wants is for
scaredy cat tom to get out of her life tom hates loud unpredictable zofia just as much but he s moving into zofia s house because his mum
and zofia s dad are in love and they re having a baby tom and zofia both wish the stupid baby had never happened but then tom s mum gets
ill and it begins to look horribly like their wish might come true a story of learning to trust trying to let go and diving into the
unknown with hope in your heart with a stunning cover illustrated by cilip kate greenaway medal winner sydney smith

Behind My Badge 2003

perhaps the greatest story ever written is the story of man and his best friend the dog its pages abound with tales of adventure courage
and loyalty pages that continue to be written every day by both man and dog cookie crumbs is the story of the author s dog cookie a female
black labrador retriever her life was spent adventuring into the great outdoors and the great indoors in her thirteenth year cookie set off
on her adventure into the great unknown native legend tells us that the milky way is where the spirits and souls of animals go after they
pass away from their life here on earth from the milky way cookie is calling she is calling to all of us to help end animal neglect and
abuse answer her call report animal neglect and abuse to your local animal control or law enforcement agency adopt a shelter dog volunteer
your time and effort at your local animal shelter contribute a tax deductible monetary donation to your local humane society or the aspca
answer cookie s call help save the lives of man s best friend

The Light in Everything 2022-04-14

doctors take days off why not pis v i warshawski demands but when the hardest working of private eyes goes out one night a stranger is shot



and dies in her arms v i has been visiting club gouge chicago s edgiest night spot where a woman known as the body artist turns her naked
body into a canvas for the audience to paint on the show attracts all kinds of people from a menacing off duty cop to ukrainian mobsters
and iraq war veterans and v i s impetuous cousin petra a tormented young painter shows up too and the intricate designs she creates on the
body artist drive one of the soldiers into a violent rage when the painter is shot the police think it s a clear cut case a shell shocked
war veteran goes off the rails but the soldier s family hires v i to clear his name and the detective uncovers a chain of ugly truths that
stretches all the way from iraq to chicago s south side the 14th book in the thrilling v i warshawski series

Cookie Crumbs 2017-07-20

heather holleman used to live a fragile life a prisoner to fear anxiety and despair like many younger women she knew jesus but she wasn t
strong in him her search for comfort seemed unending then one day while reading a simple statement in scripture god guards the lives of his
faithful ones psalm 97 10 that all began to change in guarded by christ knowing the god who rescues and keeps us heather guides women
through a series of practical mental shifts that immensely helped her live strong in the lord learn how in jesus you are guarded by
righteousness instead of condemnation by peace instead of anxiety by hope instead of despair by the holy spirit s power instead of self
effort by a crucified life instead of a self important one we all need maturity in christ that prepares us not just to endure anything but
to live from the strength and peace of jesus in every season guarded by christ will help women cultivate this maturity reconnecting them
with the savior who rescues keeps and holds us with his love

Body Work 2011-03-17

he says so i believe him he will kill me soon as far as amanda is concerned this cry for help cannot be ignored her search for the
desperate victim leads from the corridors of philly prep to the cobblestone streets of society hill and the smooth avenues of the upscale
main line along the way amanda learns a startling lesson about deliberate brutality and its unpredictable and cold blooded consequences

HOLLIS MCCALISTER SUMMER CAMP 2016-07-01

a fortune in palmer river gold disappeared on the great barrier reef during a cyclone over a century ago vietnam veteran scott operating
big fi sh charters out of port douglas in far north queensland with friend and fellow vet ben has researched the history of the treasure
for years after finding a clue to its whereabouts their search leads to the ribbon reefs where they fi nd the wreck of an old warplane
hiding a gruesome secret about a powerful politician the innocent discovery almost costs them their lives meanwhile the local drug baron is
insisting on a favour in return for financing their boat fashion executive michelle comes to their rescue but is there more to her offer
than appears on the surface as if their local enemies were not enough trouble they stumble onto an ancient secret that the chinese
government wants to remain hidden forever

Guarded by Christ 2016-09-16

indie kidd can t wait to be a cool grown up actually she wants to be a cool grown up right now lately indie s mother has been acting weird
and treating her like she s a little kid indie thinks it would be cool to get a job and live wherever she wants just like caitlin who rents
a room in their house she even wants to hang out with caitlin rather than her own friends who aren t grown up enough to understand how she



feels little does she know that trying to be a cool grown up could get her into a whole heap of trouble

I'd Rather Be in Philadelphia 2012-02-22

on the dusty remote plains of kenya royce crawford runs a baboonery one day there is a strange light in the east african sky and the
baboons start disappearing from their cages he finds that the animals have changed the strange look of cold intelligence reveals to
crawford that he is no longer the hunter but the hunted

The Devil and the Deep Blue Sea 2013-09-27

it s crunch time in the old kingdom our mild mannered hero the junky old robot has a new ally he s sure they ve met before but he can t
quite put his finger on it actually he can t quite put his finger on anything heads of state are dropping like flies thanks to a series of
improbable accidents and war clouds are rolling in the elves are building siege engines human kingdoms are raising their armies and the
dwarves are nursing hangovers and even if the robot manages to pour lubricating oil on those troubled waters he still has to find his way
home this is the third and final part of the dragon and chips trilogy books one and two must be read first to maximise your enjoyment all
three books are also available in unabridged audio editions keywords humorous fantasy novel book three in a trilogy fantasy comedy book
fantasy humour clean fantasy novels young adult fantasy ya comedy parody novel fantasy comedy novels

Indie Kidd: Being Grown Up Is Cool (Not!) 2009-02-04

discovering that his scientist mom is really a spy billy sure is enrolled in a spy school where he works on inventions to help her top
secret unit a challenge that offers him the chance to make a big decision about his future

The Shores of Another Sea 2015-07-30

the soldier in combat still had to meet his daily needs eat sleep keep clean the daily struggle to meet these needs led to some highly
amusing events often dangerous

Sweeter Than Honey 2009-06

the gospel really is the best news anyone will ever receive so why do christians shy away from talking about jesus outside of church and
when they do speak of jesus why do they often get a disinterested or scornful reponse mack stiles offers a wealth of answers ideas and
stories in this heads up hands on evangelism handbook his creative strategies for reaching an ethnically culturally economically
educationally geographically and ideologically diverse world with the best news ever are drawn directly from his own work as an evangelist
in today s student world in speaking of jesus he shows readers how to keep their eyes open for divine appointments how to approach others
with a servant spirit how to cross relational barriers how to simply tell one s own story of faith and how to answer questions with honesty
and confidence speaking of jesus may well be an out of the saltshaker for the 1990s and beyond with contagious enthusiasm stiles stresses
that evangelism isn t about exhibiting superhuman courage or perfecting specialized techniques or exercising extraordinary gifts instead he
shows that people of faith can use everyday situations and everyday language to pass on the simple and simply wonderful news about jesus



A Pair of Nuts on the Throne 2018-10-19

his stories include being chased by a killer whale or being attacked by a huge octopus finding large amounts of gold and silver on sunken
wrecks locating huge hauls of copper worth millions and tankers full of crude oil diving with great white sharks battling extreme weather
conditions including tsunamis fishing for strange and valuable creatures and breaking records while doing it frightening near misses and
exciting rescues historic shipwrecks having done all these things george bell lives to tell the tale and vividly recounts his life
underwater in over 100 short stories the old man of the sea indeed it is a title i bear with some pride after sixty years diving and
fishing some people count their fingers i count my lives with a life spent much of it on or under the ocean waters which lap the exotic
coastlines of south africa one has to rely on a certain degree of luck you can call me the sea gambler if you wish it wouldn t be too far
off the mark those far southern climes are notorious for their massive ocean swells after all south africa s coastline is shadowed by the
world s mightiest oceans the indian ocean all the way to australia and the atlantic all the way to the americas can both be tempestuous and
fickle too it is also home to many millions of sea life species that don t always see eye to eye with intruders from the one seventh of the
earth they re unfamiliar with to these creatures man s habitat is indeed an island and a small and insignificant one at that living and
working on the surface and just under the skin of these great earthly creatures we call the indian and atlantic oceans one faces dangers
and a colourful kaleidoscope of events on a daily basis the nemesis of many a horror story the killer sharks are just another part of that
great ocean s tapestry it was quite a life gauntlet for me to run but i survived the blows largely unscathed in fact i survived to tell the
tale indeed with many tales to tell the credit for my initiative in setting them down must include my grandchildren with their constant
appeals to papa tell us a story the difficulty was how to set it out and not to repeat myself i didn t like them saying o we ve heard that
one should it be a biography a fictional novel based on a true story might it not be far better for reader and writer alike to skip the
boring mess room bits and sticking to the point in telling a 101 tales let that be the only exaggeration but you will get my drift you will
also be assured that in the telling you will not only read of my experiences you will share them with me i want you to feel the whip of the
wind the aroma of the seas and fill your lungs with the smells of the upper and lower decks so welcome aboard shipmates enjoy a life that
only the few are privileged to experience i would like to thank my daughter carolyn who started transcribing the first stories from my very
rough notes later when i had moved to spain my good friend sarah crosby was able to complete the difficult task

The Cat Magnet: A Rescuer's Collection of Cat Tales 2010-11-26

three full length novels in one volume an insane inspired blend of high fantasy and low humour here s what you get a portion of dragon and
chips a mild mannered old robot has just been transported to a medieval kingdom and things are quickly going from bad to worse a homicidal
knight is after his blood or the robot equivalent a greedy queen wants to bend him to her will a conniving master of spies is hatching his
own devious plan for the mechanical marvel and worst of all there s nowhere to get a recharge a butt of heads remember that mild mannered
robot trapped in a medieval kingdom he s still there and he has a load of new problems to deal with first he must lead a motley crew of
adventurers on a quest to capture a baby dragon and save them from the incensed parent dragons next the city guard is hunting him down
determined to drag him back to their master a man desperate to find out what makes the robot tick even if it means disassembly with a blunt
axe and to cap it all off two foreign nations are planning an invasion five kingdoms are on the brink of war and gigantic sea serpents
vengeful dragons and a drunken cadre of dwarves are determined to make life difficult for everyone a pair of nuts on the throne it s crunch
time for the medieval kingdom our mild mannered hero the junky old robot has a new ally he s sure they ve met before but he can t quite put
his finger on it actually he can t quite put his finger on anything heads of state are dropping like flies thanks to a series of improbable
accidents and war clouds are rolling in the elves are building siege engines human kingdoms are raising their armies and the dwarves are
nursing hangovers enjoy the laughs chaos and misadventures in the third and final part of the dragon and chips trilogy



Billy Sure Kid Entrepreneur Is a Spy! 2016-03-15

after reincarnating as the villainess of the otome game fortune lover and spending the last ten years dodging catastrophic bad ends
katarina claes believed she was finally in the clear alas the game has a sequel katarina was looking forward to a peaceful career at the
magical ministry interspersed with sunny days spent tilling the earth of her vegetable garden but fate has now brought her new potential
bad ends and an array of new powers befitting a villainess the latest threat emerges in the form of a power hungry nobleman seeking to
exert influence over the kingdom of sorcié s royal family meanwhile a challenger appears to contest katarina s protracted engagement to
prince jeord what s more this rival turns out to be someone katarina knows very well

They Went That Way 2005-06-24

Speaking of Jesus 2010-02-25

A Lifetime of Diving Adventures 2015-10-30

Dragon and Chips Omnibus One 2019-06-05

My Next Life as a Villainess: All Routes Lead to Doom! Volume 12 (Light Novel) 2024-01-31
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